Land cover and land use classifications from remote sensing are increasingly becoming institutionalized framework data sets for monitoring environmental change. As such, the need for robust statements of classification accuracy is critical. This paper describes a method to estimate confidence in classification model accuracy using a bootstrap approach. Using this method, it was found that classification accuracy and confidence, while closely related, can be used in complementary ways to provide additional information on map accuracy and define groups of classes and to inform the future reference sampling strategies. Overall classification accuracy increases with an increase in the number of fields surveyed, where the width of classification confidence bounds decreases. Individual class accuracies and confidence were non-linearly related to the number of fields surveyed. Results indicate that some classes can be estimated accurately and confidently with fewer numbers of samples, whereas others require larger reference data sets to achieve satisfactory results. This approach is an improvement over other approaches for estimating class accuracy and confidence as it uses repetitive sampling to produce a more realistic estimate of the range in classification accuracy and confidence that can be obtained with different reference data inputs.
Introduction
Agricultural land use maps produced from remotely sensed data have a wide variety of applications in environmental monitoring, and increasingly are becoming essential data sets to national agencies for operational resource assessment. Many land cover and land use classifications use supervised classification procedures that rely on the provision of ground reference samples to train the classification model (McNairn et al., 2009; McRoberts and Tomppo, 2007; Mueller and Ozga, 2002; Vogelmann et al., 2001) . In order to produce these multi-purpose framework data sets, it is essential that all classes within a region be well defined so that the resultant map is a true reflection of the land classes found in the region, and therefore applicable to a wide range of users (Congalton and Green, 1999) . Methods to achieve this comprehensive sampling have led to a wide body of literature suggesting sampling strategies and sample size guidelines to optimally produce these maps (Chen and Stow, 2002; Congalton and Green, 1999; Stehman and Czaplewski, 1998) .
There are two aspects to reference data collection for image classification: the specification of model training data, and the development of a framework for map accuracy assessment. The objective of collecting a model training set is to represent the diversity of land types within a region, and provide enough information to estimate the statistical properties of that land type. These requirements, however, vary depending on the classification method used . The objective of model validation is to design a statistically robust framework to establish non-biased accuracy statistics on the resultant map. While these two operations have unique requirements, the practical limitations of collecting ground reference data samples for operational applications means that these two types of data are often collected simultaneously, and are often under-sampled based on the resources allotted to this particular task (Stehman et al., 2008) . For applications such as agricultural land use mapping, where land classes are dynamic and change on an annual or semi-annual basis, the problem is further complicated. Surveys must be conducted frequently to identify specific classes in an accurate and timely manner. The use of inadequate sampling methods can have a considerable impact on both map production and the quality of accuracy assessments estimated using these data sets, and is often more relevant than the type of model used to construct the classification (Gong and Howarth, 1990; Hammond and Verbyla, 1996; Zhen et al., 2013) . The resultant statement of map accuracy, generally through an error matrix, can show a high range of variability depending on what reference samples are used for model training and validation.
Given the uncertainty in stating classification accuracy, an approach that uses confidence intervals in addition to traditional error matrices could be used to provide a better statement of classification errors. Classification accuracy is traditionally assessed using a single independent validation set (sometimes known as a split-validation approach), or a cross-validation approach. With a split-validation approach, data not used in model training are reserved for evaluation of classification performance, resulting in a single set of accuracy statistics. Cross-validation approaches vary, but in general a model training data set is evaluated sequentially using different training and validation partitions of the data, with the final accuracy results reported as an average or best fit of all the iterations or folds (Efron, 1983) . Assigning classification confidence is traditionally done using a standard error approach, where the 95% confidence interval is defined according to a two-tailed Gaussian distribution (DiCiccio and Efron, 1996; Foody, 2009 ). Newer, model specific approaches have used probabilities inherent in the models to define classification confidence (Liu et al., 2004) . Numerical iterative sampling can be applied to estimate sampling distribution and calculate standard error and confidence intervals of the classification accuracies. This probabilistic statistical method can be applied in cases which estimating standard error is impossible or very complicated by parametric methods. Bootstrapping, which is a non-parametric method, is an example of this group of statistical methods. In bootstrapping no assumption is made regarding the populations of the input variables and sampling with replacement is done many times to estimate variability of the mean and variance of model outputs.
In this study for estimating the confidence intervals of the accuracy of land use classification, bootstrapping was applied. Bootstrap methods can be used to assess variation in estimated model accuracy and confidence and provide a method of testing the sensitivity of the model to various inputs (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993) . The result is a distribution of estimated output statistics, which provide a method of assessing the classification mean accuracy and confidence directly from a large population of statistical estimates from resampling. When applied to the problem of image classification, the result is a statement of model accuracy and variance in accuracy (and therefore confidence) that can also be used to inform the development of a sampling strategy. Past research has examined the use of this approach for better estimating land cover accuracy statistics to evaluate landscape indices (Hess and Bay, 1997) . Bootstrap methods have been shown to be more robust than cross validation approaches in quantifying statistical error, since these provide large samples of random realizations of statistical estimates (DiCiccio and Efron, 1996; Efron, 2004) .
The objective of this research is to present an approach to identify variation in classification accuracy and confidence as a result of different training and validation inputs into a decision tree classifier, and to demonstrate how this approach can be used to inform sampling strategies for training and validation data sets. While the results are only applied in this case on a decision tree model, the method as described could be applied to any classifier. Both classification accuracy and confidence were used to assess the accuracy and precision of the decision tree model outputs. 
Methods
Evaluation of map accuracy and confidence was completed in 2006, over an agricultural region in Eastern Ontario, Canada (45.30 • N; 75.14 • W). This site consists largely of corn and soybean annual crop production, and perennial forage and livestock pasture. Fields in this region are relatively small, with an average size of 7 ha. Image classifications were performed using two types of remote sensing data inputs: one using optical-only and one using optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data in combination. The location of the study site is given in Fig. 1 .
Image data collection and pre-processing
Multi-temporal satellite imagery is essential for producing accurate agricultural crop classifications (McNairn et al., 2009) . To produce optimal results, satellite image data were acquired at multiple dates during the 2006 growing season. Both optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data were acquired to examine the impact of different types of spectral information on the variation and confidence of classification accuracy. For the purposes of this study, multi-spectral optical data were acquired from both SPOT-5 and Landsat TM-5, and SAR data from Envisat-ASAR. All ASAR images were dual polarization (VV/VH) and were acquired in the ascending pass with various beam modes (Table 1) . Classification sets were run using input data sets that included multi-temporal optical data only (three dates) or a combination of one optical image and two SAR images. For these optical-SAR classification sets, one late season optical image was combined with two ASAR images from the mid and late stages of the growing season.
All optical and radar images were orthorectified using orbital data and ground control points acquired from geo-referenced road vector layers. All images were resampled to a resolution of 30 m using a nearest neighbour approach, and spatially subset over the study area for classification. All images were corrected with positional error of less than one 30 m pixel. Prior to integration into the classification, Landsat and SPOT data were atmospherically corrected using the Atcor-2 algorithm implemented in PCI software. Cloud masks were created based on visual interpretation, and cloud/shadow areas were removed from the analysis. The Envisat-ASAR data were acquired fully calibrated. Prior to image analysis, two passes of a Gamma-MAP filter were applied to the SAR data using a three by three pixel window, to reduce speckle effects (Lopes et al., 1993; McNairn et al., 2009 ).
Ground reference data collection
To ensure a non-biased assessment of classification accuracy, both model training data and model validation data were collected using a sampling framework. A probability-based sampling design was employed, where fields were selected randomly throughout the scene prior to the ground survey ( Table 2 ). The distribution of the ground data for each site indicates that some crop types for each study site had fewer samples relative to other crop types (Table 2) . Where the number of sampled fields was low (less than 20 fields), this was due to the low number of fields available for that crop type in a given study site. To ensure consistency in class identification by the data collection teams and to reduce data entry errors, each field was visited on three separate occasions to eliminate observation errors and to determine if crops had changed over the growing season. A post-collection quality checking procedure was developed to remove fields where multiple observations suggested uncertainty over the thematic class assigned. As a result of this process, less than 10 fields were removed from the totals of each study site, and the numbers in Table 2 reflect only the fields that met the quality checking procedure. The distribution of fields is given in Fig. 2 .
Sample coordinates were collected during the survey using a high-accuracy global positioning system (GPS) and field boundaries were digitized using a combination of geo-referenced images and in situ observation. All digitized fields were buffered by 30 m around the edges of the field boundary prior to being incorporated in the classification. Buffering was done to reduce the impact of positional errors. 
Selection of model training and validation subsets
Image classification sets were generated for each combination of spectral inputs using a Monte-Carlo style resampling-withreplacement to create random subsets of model training and validation data. This results in a total sample size for each subset that is equal in size to the original sample used. Each classification set is described in Table 3 . For this purpose, each individual agricultural field was treated as a single independent sample, regardless of size or number of image pixels. For each bootstrap subset, Fig. 2 . Distribution of surveyed fields within the sample area. the full set of ground data observations was used and divided randomly into training and validation sets, with fifty percent of the data used for training and the remaining fifty percent of the data used for model validation. While many studies often weight the data in favour of providing additional training samples, this 50-50 split was chosen for this analysis to provide adequate data for the validation to assess the classification results. This division of samples was completed on a per class basis, such that for each observed class, the data were divided so that an equal number of fields for each class was used for model training and model validation. Once this classification was completed, the next subset would be created from the full set of ground data observations using a different random subset of the data for training and validation subsets. Each bootstrap sample represents one realization of a training and validation data set. This process was repeated until 800 random subsets of training and validation data were created for each classification set. The use of 800 random subsets was chosen based on published literature which indicated that using larger numbers of iterations has no effect on the resultant map quality or reported accuracy (Hess and Bay, 1997) . It is possible that a fewer number of iterations may be needed to achieve similar results, but this was not examined within the bounds of this study.
To examine how quantification of class confidence using this method could be used to inform a sampling strategy, a systematic reduction in total reference sample size was made. This was done using a similar procedure as described above, but using progressively smaller subsets of the full ground data set. For this analysis, the full ground data set was reduced in size using a stratified random sampling procedure. The number of fields for each land class was reduced systematically with a threshold set on the total number of fields for each class. The original data set was randomly reduced to five smaller data sets that represented thresholds of 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 fields. In each case, the number of fields for rare classes remained constant, since in many cases there were 10 or fewer fields for these land use classes. For each of these reducedsized data sets, the selection of 800 random subsets of training and validation data was repeated as described previously.
Image classification
Image classification was performed on a per-pixel basis using a decision tree (DT) approach. This model was chosen based on previous results indicating that this method provides the most accurate classification results for the study sites used (McNairn et al., 2009) . The DT method, as implemented for this study, is a multivariate model based on a set of simple decision rules defined by combinations of features and a set of linear discriminant functions that are applied at each test node (Friedl and Brodley, 1997; Rulequest, 2008) . Decision boundaries and coefficients for the linear discriminate function are estimated empirically from the training data. The DT approach, unlike traditional classifiers, does not make any assumptions regarding the statistical distribution of these data. As with other non-parametric classifiers, selection of data to adequately train a DT model differs from traditional classifiers, in that the samples need not be representative of the mean statistical properties of a class, but should have characteristics that define the statistical decision boundaries used to distinguish classes (Foody and Mathur, 2004) . For DT models, data is recursively divided according to decision rules established at each node, with root nodes at the top of the tree, internal nodes established as subrules of these and terminating at a leaf node, where a class label is assigned (Pal and Mathur, 2003) . At each node, the resultant splitting of the dataset produces an increasingly homogenous data set. These differ from other widely used non-parametric classifiers, such as support vector machines (SVM), in which a hyperplane vectors are used to define boundaries between the data in order to discriminate classes. For both cases, establishing the statistical boundaries between classes is critical, and therefore the quality of the training data set used to do this is critical Mountrakis and Xi, 2013) .
For this analysis, the DT was run using See5 software to construct a multivariate decision tree, such that at each decision node, multiple rules are applied to the data to determine recursive splitting into homogenous subsets, with these rules established by a set of linear discriminant functions. The DT used for this analysis was run using boosting over five trials. Boosting weights individual elements of the training data, forcing the classifier to focus on poorly classified cases. Over-fitting a decision tree to the training data can lead to poor generalization of the rule sets to data beyond the training samples, and consequently the DT was run using a global pruning of the model of 25%. In this process, branches of the decision tree are cut where they are found to be erroneous or unnecessary based on an evaluation using the model training data. The model was run without a null class, such that all pixels were classified as one of the classes defined within the model training data set. A null class would represent a "none of the above" option in the model, which would allow pixels that do not fall within the decision bounds for a class to be classified as zero values. Instead, pixels that do not fall within the decision bounds of a class are allocated to a default class, which in this case was set to the most abundant class within the scene. The classification and validation of the approach was run on the agricultural land classes only, with other classes ignored for the purposes of this assessment. In the final classification, classes were grouped to capture similarities in morphology; as a result pasture and forage fields were grouped into a single class (pasture-forage) and small grain cereals, including spring and winter wheat, barley, oats, and rye were grouped into a single class (cereals).
Assessment of classification accuracy and confidence
The accuracy assessment was performed for each subset using an error matrix based on samples not used for model training. From the error matrix, the producer's, user's and overall accuracy were calculated according to standard methods. For each classification set described in Table 3 , the average and standard deviation for user's, producer's and overall accuracy were calculated based on all 800 iterations within a set. Confidence intervals were calculated for each classification set using a percentile approach (Efron and Fig. 3 . Overall accuracy and confidence for each classification set using all available ground data. The mean overall accuracy represents the mean of 800 iterations of the classification routine using different subsets of training and validation data. The confidence interval represents the width of the accuracy range that contains 95% of the accuracies in the set of iterations.
Tibshirani, 1993). The 95% central interval was calculated using the bounds of all accuracies falling within 95% of the probability distribution created by the 800 iterations of each classification set. The width of the central interval was calculated as the range between the accuracy values representing the 2.5% and 97.5% bounds, and this width was used to describe the confidence for user's, producer's and overall classification accuracy. This method does not require any assumptions about the shape of the probability distribution, and therefore provided a more robust statement of classification confidence than traditional methods which assume a Gaussian data distribution. Prior to analysis, the statistical distribution of the bootstrap estimates of the user's, producer's and overall accuracies was made. A large number of the classes did not have accuracies that varied along a Gaussian distribution; therefore the percentile approach to confidence interval estimation was used.
Results

Classification accuracy and confidence
The mean overall classification accuracy and confidence interval width for each classification set are given in Fig. 3 . The accuracies were highest for the set using three dates of optical data as input (90.8%) giving slightly higher overall accuracy than the set using one date of optical data and two dates of SAR data (89.1%). Both classifications showed a high degree of repeatability, with only 2.5 and 2.4% variation around these overall accuracy statistics. The similarity between these two classifications suggests that overall, the ability to produce a classified map with high accuracy and high confidence in those accuracy statistics is not dependent on the type of satellite data used in the classifier.
Individual class accuracies and confidence levels demonstrate the enhanced understanding of the classification that can be achieved using metrics of both accuracy and confidence. The average user's and producer's accuracy and width of the confidence intervals are given in Fig. 4 , with the classes listed from left to right in decreasing order according the number of fields surveyed for interpretation (see Table 2 ). The relationship between the number of fields sampled and the producer's accuracies are given in Fig. 5 (results for the user's accuracies are similar and are not shown). In general, the average user's and producer's accuracies increase with increased number of fields in a non-linear manner, and the width of the confidence interval decreases with an increased number of fields, also in a non-linear manner. The scatter in the data set however, particularly for classes with a low number of surveyed fields, suggests that the number of fields required is not uniformly a function of sample size for all land use types.
High user's and producer's accuracies were obtained for corn and soybean (85-95%), regardless of whether optical or optical and SAR data inputs were used in the classifier. Other crops, such as potato and buckwheat were classified poorly for both time periods and for both sets of image inputs (0-76%). For these spatially classes, the amount of data acquired was not adequate to define boundaries for these classes. Other classes that were also rare such as sod, however, had reasonably high classification accuracies (88.3% and 79.0% using the optical and SAR data set, and 93.9 and 73.9% using the optical only data set). These results indicate that for this particular crop, only a small number of fields are needed to define the spectral boundaries between this class and other classes.
The repeatability or confidence in these accuracies show a much clearer pattern of increasing confidence bounds with a decreased number of fields sampled. This can be illustrated with the sod class in Ontario. Although the accuracies for both data combinations are relatively high, the confidence bounds are much larger than for crops with comparably high accuracies (with confidence bounds ranging from 9 to 31%. Similarly, cereals show high user's and producer's accuracies (79-93%), but the confidence bounds are much larger (7-14%) when compared to similarly well-classified crops such as pasture-forage and corn (with confidence bounds ranging from 2 to 6%). This may be related to the nature of the DT classifier, such that classes where the spectral boundaries separating these from other classes are more easily defined on average, but that there may be specific instances of this class where the boundaries are less clear, and these are not being well-defined using some sets of training samples. More work is needed to determine if this applies to other non-parametric classifications schemes, such as SVMs.
Given this assessment, it is possible to group different land classes into categories by accuracy and confidence for the purposes of informing a sampling strategy. Certain classes are consistently classified well while others are consistently classified poorly. Still other classes have highly varying accuracies depending on what particular fields are used for model training and validation. The first category (crops that are classified consistently well) does not require large amounts of ground sampling. Classes that are consistently classified poorly, may benefit from an increase in the amount of input data if these are available. Classes that have inconsistent accuracies challenge both the design of a sampling strategy and the specification of accuracy statistics. Accuracies for these classes fluctuate depending upon which fields are used in the classification and which are used in the accuracy assessment. This suggests that providing both accuracy and confidence can improve a user's understanding of the information by providing a measure of the repeatability of achieving the stated accuracy. These two measures are informative for map users, providing an indicator of the robustness of the reported classification accuracies (Foody, 2009 ).
Sensitivity of classification statistics to reduced sampling
Knowledge of the variability in classification accuracy can be used to develop a sampling strategy focused on determining thresholds at which acceptable accuracies can be obtained with the minimum number of field observations on a class-specific basis. This is demonstrated here through a systematic reduction in the number of fields used in the classification and validation of the model. For this analysis, the number of surveyed fields for each land use type was reduced so that no class had more than 10, 20, 40, 60 or 80 fields used to train the model and evaluate the accuracy. The variation in the producer's accuracies and the differences in the confidence bounds are shown in Fig. 6 . For some crop types, the use of the smallest number of fields to train and validate the model did not consistently produce the lowest accuracy statistics, suggesting that the random fields that were selected for this reduced subset were adequate for defining class boundaries within the model. For each of the crops having a sample size of ten fields or less (potato, sod and buckwheat; Table 2 ), the producer's accuracy dropped as the number of fields used to classify the other crops increased. This means that as the number of fields used to train and validate the rule sets for the other classes increased, these crops were more likely to be classified incorrectly as another crop type. Future work should examine the use of reduced ground sample sizes on a proportional basis so that the confounding effects of reduced sample size and changes in proportion of classes can be assessed independently. For crop types with large initial sample sizes (corn and soybean), the confidence in both the user's and producer's accuracies was much lower when small sample sizes were used. The large gaps in confidence suggest that although a classified map can be produced with a reasonable level of accuracy using a small sample size, the ability to reproduce this level of accuracy given a small sample size that uses different fields as input is questionable. Practically, this suggests that a high quality map can be produced with a small sample size but the fields chosen have to be the "right" fields. Since defining these "right" fields is classification model dependent, the use of both accuracy and confidence to determine sample size would permit a sampling strategy that acquires enough data to define these class boundaries consistently without the need to select optimal reference fields to train the model. Other research has suggested unique ways to establish ideal training sample selection, such as establishing the multi-dimensional distance between pixel values and training samples and assigning confidence scores to each pixel, based on how closely it lies statistically to training samples, which may provide a means of determining ideal sample selection in a way that is model independent (Mountrakis and Xi, 2013) . Alternatively, where the number of reference samples is low due to resource constraints, stating both map accuracy and confidence as described here will provide users with information to interpret the level of certainty in the classification that may be masked by providing accuracy information alone. In addition, the final map product should be the one that best reflects that mean accuracy statistics, to ensure that it is representative of what map user's should expect the accuracy to be, given the variability that results from the use of different reference polygons. An example of how these could be reported along with a classified map is given in Fig. 7 . Providing bootstrap estimates of accuracy and confidence therefore provide a tool for map user's to incorporate errors and biases associated with the map into calculations of class area estimates and derived landscape indices (Carfagna and Gallego, 2005; Hess and Bay, 1997; Stehman, 2009) .
Conclusions
A bootstrap method to quantify overall decision tree classification accuracy and confidence was described and the application of this for land use sampling strategies was discussed. For overall classification accuracy, the number of fields surveyed within a region was strongly related to both classification accuracy and confidence, consistent with past results. For the accuracy of specific land use classes, the relationship between sample size, accuracy and confidence was not as strong. Some classes showed high estimated accuracy and confidence even when relatively small samples were used, whereas others showed larger confidence intervals and lower accuracies even when larger numbers of samples were used. Classification confidence was more strongly related to sample size than class accuracy, with confidence intervals narrowing when larger sample sizes were used, but not consistently for all land use classes.
This method could also be used to define site or region-specific sampling guidelines to inform an optimized sampling strategy. A sensitivity analysis using a systematic reduction in sample sizes demonstrated that thresholds for each land use class can be established to determine where improvements in classification accuracy and confidence are no longer realized with increasing sample size. Classes that show higher classification accuracy and confidence do not need to be sampled as intensively, whereas classes that show lower accuracy depending on the number of samples used should be sampled more intensively to produce the best possible classification results. For rare classes, it is likely that high accuracy and confidence levels cannot be achieved given the limited population size. In these cases, this approach provides a means of robustly defining the expected accuracy and confidence level for map users. This bootstrap approach is relatively easy to implement and can be applied to any automated classification method used regardless of the specific classes within a region. Moreover, it provides a robust, non-parametric approach to defining class confidence that can enable users to gain a better understanding of classification errors, particularly users who are primarily interested in land use change related to a specific class. Stehman, S.V., Wickham, J.D., Wade, T.G., Smith, J.H., 2008 
